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We introduce a numerical algorithm to stochastically sample the dual fermion perturbation series
around the dynamical mean field theory, generating all topologies of two-particle interaction vertices.
We show results in the weak and strong coupling regime of the half-filled Hubbard model in two
dimensions, illustrating that the method converges quickly where dynamical mean field theory is
a good approximation, and show that corrections are large in the strong correlation regime at
intermediate interaction. The fast convergence of dual corrections to dynamical mean field results
illustrates the power of the approach and opens a practical avenue towards the systematic inclusion
of non-local correlations in correlated materials simulations. An analysis of the frequency scale
shows that only low-frequency propagators contribute substantially to the diagrams, putting the
inclusion of higher order vertices within reach.
PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd,74.72.h,74.25.Dw 74.72.Ek,
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamical mean field theory,1–4 a cornerstone of
modern materials simulation,5 has been designed as an
exact method for lattice models in infinite coordination
number limits, and has proven to be a useful approxi-
mation for the simulation of realistic and model systems
in three and two dimensions. It is based on the realiza-
tion that, if correlations are purely local, the diagram-
matics of an intractable extended lattice model can be
simplified to that of an auxiliary impurity model cou-
pled to a self-consistently adjusted bath. Numerous nu-
merical techniques for the solution of impurity models
exist.6–9 In the finite coordination number limit relevant
for materials simulations, DMFT provides accurate pre-
dictions in the weak and strong coupling limits as well as
at high temperature, and qualitatively captures many of
the salient features of correlated electron systems.
Away from these limits, the assumption of local corre-
lations is an approximation. The dual fermion method,10
one of several methods that re-introduce non-local corre-
lations in a systematic way,10–19 is based on a Hubbard-
Stratonovich transform of auxiliary ‘dual’ fermionic de-
grees of freedom chosen such that the difference between
the exact single-particle self-energy and its DMFT ap-
proximation is quantified as a perturbation series of im-
purity quantities in ‘dual’ space. This dual series is ex-
pected to converge quickly where DMFT is accurate.
As temperature, interaction, and particle number are
changed into regimes in which strongly non-local corre-
lations are expected, the quality of DMFT as a starting
point is less certain and corrections to it are expected to
be large, so that the series may even diverge.
The dual series consists of an infinite number of terms
of two-, three-, and higher order impurity vertex dia-
grams connected by dual propagators. Calculations of
this series have so far been restricted to dual two-particle
vertices and to second-order20–22 or infinite RPA-like lad-
der diagram approximations.23–28 This restriction stems
from two limitations: First, the higher-order impurity
vertex functions are difficult to compute numerically.
Second, the systematic analytic evaluation of dual dia-
grams with general topology in the absence of a small
parameter has proven to be difficult in practice.
As Yang et al. 29 pointed out, the truncation of the
series to two-particle vertices is justified in the context
of cluster extensions to the dynamical mean field the-
ory, where the inverse cluster size 1/Nc fulfills the role
of a control parameter and the truncated series accel-
erates convergence from (1/Nc)
2 to (1/Nc)
4 in two di-
mensions. It can also be justified in the Falicov-Kimball
model at half filling, where any higher order correlation
function vanishes.24,30 Similarly, near phase transitions,
where a divergence of a certain class of ladder diagrams
is expected, ladder summations have been shown to yield
the correct critical exponents.24,28,31 However, outside of
these limits the status of diagram series neglecting certain
classes of summations is uncertain, and results previously
obtained in other contexts32,33 have shown that contribu-
tions from all diagram topologies may be expected out-
side the weakly correlated regime.
A way to sum all contributions to the series is therefore
highly desirable. Diagrammatic Monte Carlo34,35 is a
generic technique to stochastically calculate the value of
any Feynman diagrammatic series with diagrams of any
topology up to any order. Its power lies in the fact that
– for a convergent series – all diagrams are stochastically
generated without explicit approximation or truncation,
such that the final result is exact up to Monte Carlo
errors. These errors converge to zero with the square
root of the inverse of the number of diagrams generated.
In this paper we present an implementation of the
stochastic summation of the complete dual series using a
diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm. We show a quick
convergence at low order in the weak and the strong cou-
pling limits. We also show that, away from the weak
coupling limit, non-ladder diagrams contribute substan-
tially to the series. Finally, we show that due to the rapid
convergence of dual propagators in frequency space, only
low-frequency terms contribute to higher order diagrams.
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2For these, the calculation of three- and higher particle
number vertices may be technically feasible.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II introduces the model, the DMFT approxima-
tion, and the dual fermion series. Section III introduces
the stochastic sampling procedure. Section IV discusses
results for the half-filled Hubbard model at various inter-
action strengths, and Section V describes conclusions.
II. MODEL AND DUAL FERMION SERIES
While the method we present here is applicable to any
fermionic lattice model with local interactions, we focus
on the example of the Hubbard model in two dimensions
for which ample test and benchmark results exist.36 The
Hamiltonian in a mixed real/momentum space notation
is
H =
∑
kσ
(εk − µ) c†kσckσ + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓. (1)
k = {kx, ky} denotes a vector in the reciprocal space,
εk = −2t(cos kx+cos ky) is the dispersion, µ is the chem-
ical potential, i labels sites, σ =↑, ↓ spins, and U the on-
site Coulomb repulsion. We work in the imaginary time
effective action representation of the problem,
S =
∫ β
0
dτ
(∑
kσ
c†kσ(τ)
d
dτ
ckσ(τ) +H(τ)
)
. (2)
We start our derivation by adding and removing an
(initially arbitrary) spin-symmetric local hybridization
function ∆(iωn)
S =
∑
i
Simpi −
∑
ωkσ
(∆(iωn)− εk)c†ωkσcωkσ (3)
Simpi =
∑
ωσ
(∆(iωn)− iωn − µ) c†iωσciωσ+ (4)
+ U
∫ β
0
dτni↓(τ)ni↑(τ).
Eq. 3 redefines the action (2) as a sum of multiple
identical “impurities” coupled by the dispersion, and
while Eq. 3 remains intractable, the interacting impu-
rity Green’s function Gimp(τ) = −〈c(τ)c†(0)〉imp or its
Fourier transform Gimp(iωn) can be obtained for any
given ∆.8,37–39 We assume paramagnetic spin symmetry
and omit explicit spin indices unless needed.
The dual fermion method, introduced by Rubtsov
et al. 10 , performs a perturbative expansion of Eq. 3 based
on the solution of an impurity problem with an (initially
arbitrary) hybridization ∆. The method is exact in the
sense that if all terms of the expansion are summed, the
exact solution of Eq. (1) is recovered. While the choice
of ∆ is arbitrary, it is most convenient to use the result
of a self-consistent solution of a DMFT problem. In that
case, the impurity propagator already contains all local
correlations. We will consider only this case in the rest
of this paper.
The dual fermion method proceeds from Eq. 3 by intro-
ducing an auxiliary set of degrees of freedom, the ‘dual’
fermions ξ, through a Hubbard-Stratonovich transforma-
tion:
S =
∑
iωσ
[
Simpi + [G
imp(iωn)]
−1
(
c†iωσξiωσ + ξ
†
iωσciωσ
)]
+
∑
ωkσ
[Gimp(iωn)]
−2(∆(iωn)− εk)−1ξ†ωkσξωkσ (5)
These dual fermions decouple the interacting impurities
in Eq. (3). All c-electron terms in Eq. (5) are factorized
for every lattice site and can be integrated out in a cu-
mulant expansion of Simp, resulting in an effective action
for ξ fermions only:
S = −
∑
ωkσ
[
G˜(iω; k)
]−1
ξ†ωkσξωkσ +
∑
i
Vi[ξ
†, ξ], (6)
where G˜(iω, k) = GDMFT(iωn, k)−Gimp(iωn) is the bare
propagator of dual fermions26, and the dual interactions
are defined as
Vi = −
∞∑
n=2
(−1)n γ
(2n)
i1...i2n
(n!)2
n∏
m=1
(ξ†imξim+1)
n, (7)
with im labeling the combination of site index, Matsub-
ara frequency and spin, im = {i;ωm;σm}, and γ(2n) is
the one-particle reducible impurity vertex.40 The lowest
order, n = 2, is
γ
(4)
i1i2i3i4
= [Gimpi1 ]
−1[Gimpi2 ]
−1[Gimpi3 ]
−1[Gimpi4 ]
−1×(
〈ci1c†i2ci3c†i4〉imp −Gimpi1 Gimpi3 δ12 +Gimpi1 Gimpi2 δ13
)
(8)
Higher order vertices are obtained by subtracting all re-
ducible combinations from the n-particle impurity prop-
agator.
Eq. 6 is an exact reformulation of Eq. 3, and all dual
correlators have exact lattice counterparts. In particular,
the single-particle lattice self-energy is
Σ(iωn, k) = Σ
imp(iωn) +
Σ˜(iω, k)
1 +Gimp(iω)Σ˜(iω, k)
, (9)
where Σ˜(iω, k) is the self-energy of the dual fermions.41
The primary object we consider in this paper is the
dual Luttinger-Ward functional Φ˜ which satisfies Σ˜ =
δΦ˜
δG˜
. It is obtained through a perturbative expansion of S
in the dual interaction V as a sum over all two-particle
irreducible diagrams42 to the partition function (6):
Φ˜ =
∑
n
1
n!
〈
n∏
i=1
Vi〉connected, (10)
3where averaging is performed over the noninter-
acting part of the dual fermion action S0 =∑
ωkσ
[
−G˜(iωn, k)
]−1
ξ†ωkσξωkσ.
The dual fermion expansion around the dynamical
mean field theory has remarkable properties. First, as
DMFT obtains the correct local physics, any local dual
contribution is zero. This implies that both the Hartree
and the Fock diagram of the series (as well as any dia-
gram containing Hartree or Fock contributions) vanish,
and substantially reduces the number of diagrams. Sec-
ond, as both GDMFT and Gimp have a high frequency
behavior ∼ 1iωn , the frequency dependence of G˜ is ∼ 1iω2n .
As a consequence, high order diagrams with many prop-
agators are mostly confined to frequencies near zero, fur-
ther reducing the size of diagram space.
Practical implementations of the method typically
make two approximations. First, the complete solution
of Eq. (10) requires the computation of an infinite se-
ries of 2n-operator impurity vertex function γ(2n), which
is typically truncated to two-particle vertices. Second,
the expansion requires a summation over all possible di-
agrams, and so far always has either been truncated at
second order or approximated by an RPA-like ‘ladder’
summation over vertex diagrams.
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Figure 1. Left panel: Diagram notation for a dual fermion
vertex. Two incoming lines with momenta/energies ν + Ω
and ν′ and spin σ and σ′ scatter into two outgoing lines with
momenta ν′ + Ω and ν. A momentum Ω is transferred from
right to left. Right panel: lowest order diagram. For clarity
we omit the arrow inside the vertex.
III. STOCHASTIC SAMPLING OF THE DUAL
FERMION SERIES
In this work, we instead consider the full series of all
dual diagrams with two-particle vertices using a stochas-
tic diagrammatic Monte Carlo sampling procedure. We
neglect three-particle and higher order impurity vertices.
The diagram series is given by Eq. 10 and reads
Φ˜ =
∑
n
1
n!
∫
C
n∑
i(1)=1
n∑
i(2)=1
. . .
n∑
i(n)=1
n∏
k=1
(−1
4
γ
i
(k)
1234
ξ
i
(k)
1
ξ†
i
(k)
2
ξ
i
(k)
3
ξ†
i
(k)
4
)e−S
d
0 [ξ
†,ξ]D[ξ, ξ∗]
=
∑
n
n∑
i(1)=1
n∑
i(2)=1
. . .
n∑
i(n)=1
Wn(C), (11)
where the i(m) = (νm, ν
′
m, σm, σ
′
m) is a composite index
for the m-th vertex, ν = (ω, k), and Wn(C) is the con-
tribution of the each term to the dual Luttinger-Ward
functional: a Feynman diagram. These diagrams build
the Monte Carlo configurations for our stochastic sam-
pling. Each diagram evaluates to a (complex) number
Wn(C) = (−1)
n
n!
(
1
4
)n n∏
m=1
γ
σmσ
′
m
νmν′mΩm
G˜σm(νm)×
G˜σ′m(ν
′
m + Ωm) (12)
and is uniquely defined by a graph: a set of in-
teraction vertices connected by propagators, defined
as 〈ξimξ†jm〉S0 = −G˜σm(νm) and appropriately anti-
symmetrized vertex functions γ
σmσ
′
m
νmν′mΩm
= γim . Mo-
mentum and energy are conserved at each vertex, and
each vertex consists of a scattering process of two dual
fermions with momentum transfer Ω. The vertices are
graphically illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 1: A dual
particle with momentum end energy ν + Ω and spin σ
scatters with a particle with momentum and energy ν′
and spin σ′ and imparts on it a momentum/energy of Ω.
Vertices carry a weight 14γ
σσ′
νν′Ω, each line carries spin and
momentum/energy and evaluates to G˜σm(νm). A typi-
cal second order diagram is illustrated in the right panel
of Fig. 1, where two vertices with identical momentum
transfer and two fermion loops are present.
1. Monte Carlo sampling procedure
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Figure 2. Auxiliary ‘worm’ diagrams. Left panel: a worm tail
is attached to the spin-σ line and carries away momentum δ.
Right panel: a worm head, attached to the spin σ′ line, carries
in momentum δ (right). Note that momentum is conserved at
each vertex and head or tails can be attached to either line.
To stochastically sample all diagrams, we define a set
of updates to change diagram order, diagram topology,
the energy and momentum of propagators and vertices,
as well as the spin of propagator lines, and perform
a Markov chain Monte Carlo random walk in diagram
space. Our method is an adaptation of the established
diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithms34,35,43 but is for-
mulated in Matsubara frequency rather than imaginary
time space. To ensure that all possible diagrams are gen-
erated (ergodicity), while respecting spin, energy, and
momentum conservation, we found it necessary to enlarge
4our space of diagrams and introduce “worms”:34 auxil-
iary bosonic lines (of which we have at most one at any
time) that carry momentum and frequency from one part
of the diagram to another. These ‘worms’ are attached
to two possible positions of our vertices, see Fig. 2 for an
illustration. As the weight of a diagram in worm space
we choose the product of propagator and vertex factors
that we have in Luttinger-Ward diagram space, multi-
plied by a parameter η which is chosen such that about
equal time is spent in worm and Luttinger-Ward diagram
space. A sequence of updates typically proceeds from a
diagram, inserting a worm line with a random momen-
tum and energy, using it to change topology or diagram
order, and finally removing it. Unlike in other algorithms
where worms represent Green’s function configurations,
worm configurations have no physical meaning and are
purely used as an auxiliary formulation to update dia-
grams. We found the following set of updates necessary
to correctly generate all topologies: worm insertion and
removal, worm move, change of topology, change of or-
der, and spin-flip updates.
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Figure 3. Two complementary ways of inserting an auxiliary
‘worm’ diagram line carrying momentum δ into a second order
Luttinger-Ward diagram.
2. Insertion and Removal of a Worm
We start the discussion of the Monte Carlo updates
with the insertion and removal of an auxiliary boson
‘worm’ line. This update transitions between Luttinger-
Ward and worm space. For inserting a worm, we choose a
random propagator and a random worm energy δ, mod-
ify the propagator energy ν to ν − δ, attach the worm
tail to the source of the propagator and the worm head
to the target of the propagator. The resulting diagram
conserves momentum and is illustrated in the left panel
of Fig. 3. The reverse move takes an existing worm and
proposes to remove it if it goes along a propagator, while
changing the propagator energy from ν − δ to ν.
A second, complementary update inserts a worm with
energy δ on a vertex or removes it from a vertex. In this
case, the vertex frequency is modified from Ω to Ω − δ
(insertion) or Ω − δ to Ω (removal). These updates are
illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 3. Satisfying detailed
balance requires taking into account the proper update
proposal probabilities. We use Metropolis updates, for
both updates the acceptance criteria are the same and
given by
pworm insert(δ) = min
(
1,
pnew
pold
k
p(δ)
η
)
(13)
pworm remove(δ) = min
(
1,
pnew
pold
p(δ)
k
1
η
)
, (14)
where k denotes the expansion order and p(δ) the prob-
ability for proposing a random bosonic frequency δ.
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Figure 4. ‘worm move’ updates: starting from a worm con-
figuration as in the left panel of Fig. 3, the worm head is (top
left) moved across a vertex, changing its momentum transfer
from Ω to Ω− δ, or (top right) its tail is moved across a ver-
tex, changing its momentum from Ω to Ω + δ. Bottom panel:
a worm head is moved along a propagator line, changing its
momentum from ν′ to ν′ − δ.
3. Move of a worm
The worm ‘move’ update moves a worm head or tail
along parts of the diagram. Several distinct possibilities
exist: First, a worm ‘head’ is moved forward along an
outgoing propagator line, in which case the value of the
propagator is changed from ν to ν + δ. Second, a worm
head is moved backward along an outgoing vertex line,
in this case the value of the propagator is changed from
ν to ν−δ. These two updates balance each other. Third,
a worm tail is moved along an outgoing propagator line.
In this case, the propagator’s energy is changed from ν
to ν−δ. Fourth, a worm tail is moved backward along an
incoming propagator line. In this case, the propagator’s
energy is changed from ν to ν + δ. These updates, too,
balance each other. Fifth, a worm head is moved from
the right side of a vertex to the left side of a vertex,
in which case the momentum transfer of that vertex is
changed from Ω to Ω − δ. Sixth, a worm head is moved
from the left side of a vertex to the right side of a vertex,
in which case the momentum transfer of the vertex is
changed from Ω to Ω + δ. Similar relations for the move
of a worm tail across a vertex and for the move of a
worm head or tail forward or backward along an incoming
propagator line are easily derived. Fig. 4 illustrates some
of these updates. As the proposal probability of a move
and its inverse move are identical, no factors appear in
the Metropolis criterion.
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Figure 5. Updates changing diagram topology: A worm con-
necting two diagrams reconnects their outgoing vertex lines.
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Figure 6. Updates changing diagram expansion order: As
read from left to right: update changing a worm space config-
uration with n vertices into a Luttinger-Ward diagram con-
figuration with n+ 1 vertices, by inserting a new vertex with
momentum transfer δ. As read from right to left: update
changing a Luttinger-Ward diagram configuration with n+ 1
vertices into a worm configuration with n vertices by remov-
ing a vertex.
4. Change of topology
Changes of diagram topology are best done in worm
space. To set the stage we assume an initial configura-
tion in which a worm connects vertex 1 to vertex 2, with
the incoming propagator (energy ν1) of vertex 1 on the
side of the worm pointing from vertex 3 and the incoming
propagator on vertex 2 (energy ν3) pointing from vertex
4. This configuration is shown in the left panel of Fig. 5.
It is then possible to design an update that reconnects
the propagator of vertex 4 to vertex 1 and of vertex 3 to
vertex 2, as illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 5. With-
out the presence of a worm, such an update would most
likely violate momentum conservation. Here, momentum
conservation can be restored by changing the worm mo-
mentum from δ to δ + ν3 − ν1. This update is its own
reverse update.
5. Change of diagram order
In order to change the diagram order of the expansion,
we employ an update that takes a ‘worm’ diagram and
inserts in its place a new vertex or, conversely, takes a
Luttinger-Ward diagram configuration and replaces one
of its vertices by a worm line. In this update, illustrated
in Fig. 6, the worm momentum δ is converted into the
vertex transfer momentum. Starting from a worm con-
figuration connecting two vertices 1 and 2, the update
consists of three steps. First, a new vertex with mo-
mentum transfer δ is created and its outgoing legs are
connected to the targets of the outgoing legs of vertices
1 and 2. Second, the incoming legs of the new vertex are
connected to the sources of the outgoing legs of vertices 1
and 2. Third, the momenta of the newly created legs are
adjusted such that momentum conservation at each ver-
tex is satisfied. The reverse update consists of selecting
a vertex, replacing it by a worm line, and adjusting mo-
menta such that momentum conservation is respected, as
illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 6.
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Figure 7. Example of a fermion loop identified by randomly
selecting a propagator and following one of its fermion lines
until it reaches the original vertex. The ‘spin flip’ update then
proceeds by flipping the spin of all propagators and vertices
along this loop.
6. Spin-flip update
Since new vertices always inherit the spins of the prop-
agators from which they have been created, an additional
update is necessary: the change of a fermion loop from
spin σ to spin −σ. For this purpose we identify a fermion
loop by following the diagram along a propagator, with-
out traversing a vertex, until the loop closes. Such a loop
is non-local as it covers at least two vertices (Hartree and
Fock diagrams are zero) but may cover a large fraction
of the diagram vertices. We then propose to flip the spin
of that propagator from σ to −σ and accept or reject
according to the Metropolis criterion. Fig. 7 illustrates
such a loop. This update is self-balanced.
IV. RESULTS
In this section we present results obtained by the dia-
grammatic Monte Carlo dual fermion algorithm. We first
illustrate the most important technical aspects of the dia-
grammatic sampling, then introduce results for the main
quantity obtained in the algorithm: the dual self-energy,
and finally present results for the physical self-energy and
a comparison to results from another method. We defer
a detailed analysis of the physics of the half-filled and
doped two-dimensional Hubbard model to a later publi-
cation.
We start our discussion of the results with a plot
for the contribution of diagrams at each order to the
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Figure 8. Contribution to the real part of the Luttinger-Ward
functional of the dual fermion expansion as a function of dia-
gram expansion order. Hubbard model, half filling, T/t = 0.5
and U/t = 4.0, 8.0, 10.0.
dual Luttinger-Ward functional for different interaction
strength, Fig. 8, at a relatively high temperature T/t =
0.5. At intermediate to weak coupling (U/t = 4, black
circles), second order corrections capture almost the en-
tire difference to the DMFT result. Contributions of
terms with more than three vertices are negligibly small.
At an interaction strength of the bandwidth (U/t = 8,
blue squares), we find that second order contributions are
still dominant, and the magnitude of their contribution
has increased substantially. Fourth and higher order con-
tributions are essentially zero. At an interaction strength
larger than the bandwidth, U/t = 10, deviations from
diagrams containing more than three interaction vertices
are visible, but the series is still convergent at an ex-
pansion order of five. Varying doping, temperature, and
other parameters can push the series to regions where
much higher order diagrams are important or where it
eventually diverges.
The Monte Carlo random walk automatically generates
diagrams of the dual Luttinger Ward functional with the
weight that they contribute to Φ˜. Fig. 9 shows the distri-
bution of propagator lines contained in the diagrams gen-
erated by the Monte Carlo random walk as a function of
frequency, resolved by expansion order. As contributions
from higher expansion orders are strongly suppressed (see
Fig. 8), we normalize data for each order to the contri-
bution of the lowest Matsubara frequency at that order.
It is apparent that only contributions from the low-
est few Matsubara frequencies are generated, implying
that contributions containing high frequency diagrams
are strongly suppressed.
This strong suppression of higher Matsubara frequen-
cies is a direct consequence of the fast decay of propaga-
tors ∼ 1iω2n (rather than ∼
1
iωn
, as e.g. in a bare series)
and presents a major difference to diagrammatic algo-
rithms for bare fermionic series formulated in frequency
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Figure 9. Probability that a dual diagram at order 2, 3, 4,
or 5 contains propagators with frequency iωn, normalized to
the probability of a diagram at the same order containing
a propagator at the lowest Matsubara frequency. Data for
T/t = 0.5 and U/t = 8.0.
space. At any order at temperature T/t = 0.5, less than
∼ 4 frequencies contribute significantly.
Decreasing temperature leads to an increase of the
number of contributing Matsubara frequencies. This is
shown in Fig. 10, where the frequency distribution in the
weak and strong coupling regimes at two temperatures
T/t = 0.5 (left column) and T/t = 0.26 and T/t = 0.2
(right column) is plotted. Even at relatively small tem-
perature there is no significant contribution from frequen-
cies higher than ωn ∼ 12 and the number of required fre-
quencies depends on temperature as 1T , implying that the
frequency scale of the non-local corrections stays small,
so that dual fermion corrections only contribute at low
frequencies.
This confinement of the series to low frequencies has
practical consequences: it implies that the space needed
to be sampled is small, so that the method converges
quickly. It also shows the advantage of sampling di-
agrams directly in frequency, rather than in imaginary
time space. Finally, because higher order impurity ver-
tices are coupled to more propagator lines, one may ex-
pect that their contribution similarly is restricted to low
frequencies, making their computation (and integration
into our Monte Carlo method) feasible.
The main output of our simulation are the dual self-
energies of Eq. 9, which are continuous functions of mo-
mentum and Matsubara frequency. These quantities are
the input from which lattice Green’s functions, energies,
and (lattice) self-energies are computed. We plot three
examples of this quantity sampled up to the fifth order in
Fig. 11 in comparison to the RPA-like ladder summation
of the series obtained with the open source opendf code.44
The resulting difference illustrates that in the very weak
coupling regime (left panel, U/t = 4, T/t = 0.5), the
series is dominated by a ladder contribution and non-
ladder contributions are very small. As the interaction is
changed to the intermediate (middle panel, U/t = 8) and
strong coupling (right panel, U/t = 10) regime, the non-
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Figure 10. Probability that a dual diagram at order 2, 3, 4, or 5 contains propagators with frequency iωn, normalized to the
probability of a diagram at the same order containing a propagator at the lowest Matsubara frequency. Data for U/t = 4.0
(upper row) and U/t = 10.0 (lower row), for T/t = 0.5 (left panel) and T/t = 0.2 and T/t = 0.26 (right panel).
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Figure 11. Real (upper row) and imaginary (lower row) part of the ladder dual self-energy (green lines) and real part of the
self-energy from all diagrams sampled up to fifth order (red lines) plotted along the main axes of the Brillouin zone at the
lowest Matsubara frequency, discretized on a 16 × 16 grid of momenta and obtained at the coupling strengths U/t = 4 (left
column), U/t = 8 (middle column) and U/t = 10 (right column) and at T/t = 0.5.
ladder contributions become substantial, illustrating the
importance of our diagrammatic procedure that samples
all possible contributions of two-particle vertex diagrams.
The lattice self-energy extracted from the dual self-
energy for weak coupling shown in Fig. 11 is shown in
Fig. 12. We show results for the real part of the self-
energy and results from 2nd, 3rd, and 4th order of di-
agrammatic dual Fermions. Our results are compared
to 64-site dynamical cluster approximation (DCA) data
of Ref. 36 and 45 which yield a step-wise constant self-
8energy. For these parameters, the system is above any an-
tiferromagnetic ordering temperature (in DMFT or DCA
or dual Fermions). The particle hole symmetry is visible
as a symmetry between (0, 0) and (pi, pi), but antiferro-
magnetic fluctuations are large and long ranged. Conver-
gence to the DCA solution for these parameters is clearly
visible, and the dual Fermion results provide valuable
additional momentum resolution of the self-energy that
may in the future allow the resolution of subtle k-space
features.
(0,0)   (π,π)   (π,0)   (0,0)
-0.1
0
0.1
Re
 Σ
(iω
, k
)
DCA
2nd Order
Up to 3rd Order
Up to 4th Order
Figure 12. Real part of the lattice self-energy plotted along
the main axes of the Brillouin zone at the lowest Matsubara
frequency, discretized on a 16 × 16 grid of momenta and ob-
tained for the weak coupling strength U/t = 4 at T/t = 0.5,
and evaluated up to second order (triangles, green lines), third
order (diamonds, blue lines), and 4th order (circles, red lines).
Black squares: Comparison to the piecewise constant real self-
energy obtained from a dynamical cluster approximation cal-
culation of the same system obtained on a 64-site cluster.
The computational cost of diagrammatic Monte Carlo
dual fermion calculations is low compared to other meth-
ods for correlated systems. The numerical effort for eval-
uating the series for parameters examined in this paper
ranges from a few minutes for cases where DMFT is accu-
rate to a few hours for cases where the expansion order is
high. The computational effort of computing the DMFT
vertex functions is strongly dependent on the number of
frequencies kept and increases rapidly as T is lowered.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have applied a Diagrammatic Monte
Carlo method to sample the dual fermion corrections to
the dynamical mean field theory and shown results for the
two-dimensional Hubbard model at half filling at small,
intermediate and large values of interaction strength.
While the method includes all diagram topologies with
two-particle vertices, higher order vertices are neglected.
As T is lowered or U changed towards the intermediate
interaction regime, non-local contributions beyond sec-
ond order become relevant. All corrections are limited to
a comparatively narrow frequency range. These contribu-
tions contain a substantial part of non-ladder diagrams,
illustrating that all diagram topologies contribute sub-
stantially away from weak coupling and critical regimes.
The low frequency scale of these diagrams offers the pos-
sibility that three-particle and higher order vertices may
be included in future work.
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